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5
th
 October  2010  

Ref: Derry Hill Site Application No 10/04551/MAF 

 

Dear Sir 

 

I am writing to give you my strong objections to the proposed  housing development on the Derry Hill 

site, to be built on  green fields  in  Menston village.  This site  is an  area of important  farming pasture 

land  of much  value in the rapidly disappearing countryside of Britain, which must surely be preserved 

for future generations whose  carbon  footprint is vital for the  sustainable future   of out planet. 

 

I wonder if members of the Bradford MDC would want to destroy the environment in which they live  

if they  were themselves  residents  of Menston?  I wonder too how often they have visited our village 

to see for themselves the disastrous impact such a housing development would  have on the quality of 

life of this village community?  They are very welcome to come  and see for themselves  anytime! 

 

People do  need homes, but this village has not got the infrastructure to sustain such an invasion. It is 

quite the wrong place for  this development .   It cannot offer employment locally , nor  easy  public  

transport into Leeds and Bradford, since the trains are already full to capacity and bus services  poor.   

 

As for the roads  - there are already  numerous traffic  problems from too many vehicles, without all the 

additional  cars the development will generate.  Many roads are narrow quiet residential streets or lanes  

which will be forced to become major routes to the already congested  A65, or to the railway station., 

where the car park  is overflowing.  Many road junctions  are already very   dangerous and difficult  

and parking is   limited  around the shops, the  churches   and the village school.  Menston , because of 

its geographical position, gets plenty of ice and snow and the elevated  Derry Hill is particularly bad.    

New residents may to need to park off site when it snows,  creating more  problems for  the traffic  on 

Derry Hill,  Main St, Cleasby Rd , Bingley Rd , Hawksworth Dr and Station Rd, to name but  a few. 

 

Although the local   Junior school has capacity at present, the Secondary schools available to Menston  

children are already  almost full or full,  and  older children  will need to travel considerable distances, 

resulting in  great inconvenience to families  and  adding further to traffic congestion in all directions. 

 

Menston  is situated  off the A65 which is usually  the major road people use to drive to their 

employment.  This road is notoriously one of the busiest in West Yorkshire and traffic is still 

increasing at a  considerable rate (15%/yr) because of numerous  other new housing developments 

feeding into it and  in spite of  many houses in these new developments remaining  unsold. 

 

Surely Bradford MDC can find  brownfield sites that are far more suitable for such large housing 

developments, or are they  like the developers,  so motivated by money that they  have little regard  for 

the people in Menston. We are fully in support of new housing for the homeless but in places which 

have all the necessary  infrastructure in place to cope comfortably with  their  very invasive  effects.    

 

In order to solve all the logistical  problems  that so many  new houses in Menston will produce,  the 

developers will have to incur tremendous  costs in installing  new roundabouts, road widening,  

underground  heating (for ice), vast drainage improvements (parts of Menston regularly flood  after 

heavy rain) and the  restoration of the Conservation Area upon which this development will impact.  

 

How much compensation will you  be prepared to pay for your  infringement of  our human rights? 

 

Yours faithfully 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


